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1 ntroduction
Insects that visit flowers belong to different orders and famiies of which the eco
nomicaliy most important, and the most important ones for maintaining biodiver
sity of ecosystems, are the bees, wasps and hoverffies. These groups may iocally
constitute up to more than 90% of ali ftower visiting species, in particular in the
boreal latitudes.
The distribution and ecoiogy of bees and wasps are quite weil-known in East
em Fennoscandia [Finland, northwestem part of Russia including the autonomous
Republic of Karelia and northem part of the Leningrad oblastJ (Eifving 1960, 1968;
Pekkarinen et al.1981, Pekkarinen 1982a, 1988, Pekkarinen & Hulde’n 1991, 1995)
but in Eastern Baitics [Estonia, Latvia, Liffiuania, southern part of Leningrad ob
last, Pskov oblast, Novgorod obiast and Kaliningrad obiastJ only the bees of Lithua
nia have been ffiorougffly surveyed (Monsevicius 1995). The ecoiogy of hoverfties
is also quite well-known, but data on distribufion of species within the area is
incompiete.
In the area of the European Union there are 264 different crop species of which
84% are dependent on bee pollination. The commercial value of the pollfriation
has been estimated to 5 billion EURO/year (Williams 1996). Jn Finland the corre
sponding value has been calculated to 300 miliion FIM (Yläoutinen 1994, unpub
iished manuscript). Whereas the pollination of commercial crops can be regulated
mainly with domesfic bees, the poilinafion of natural ftowers can not, because
domestic bees are short-tongued and can not pollinate fiowers with deep corollas
(O’Toole 1993).
This report marks the final step in the development of a monitoring system
for poliinators.
As wiid pollinators represent a key-group of organisms in many ecosystems
(La Salle & Gauld 1993), especially flower-rich herb meadows, they were chosen
as objects for biodiversity monitoring.
The objective of the monitoring is to follow-up iong-term changes, both quan
titative and qualitative, in the pollinator communities of grasslands (and forests)
in northem Europe, because grasslands (and forests) have undergone considera
ble changes over the lasI 50 years (see e.g. Alanen 1997) and may stili change for
the worse regarding natural resources needed by pollinators. As ftower plants
and pollinators are key-stone mutualists, viz. parfrler species whose fates are iinked
(La Salie & Gauld 1993), foliow-up of their changes is very important from a na
ture conservation point of view.
The deveiopment of the monitoring system started with a feasibiiity analysis
of possible logistics and costs. It was deduced ffiat passive trap-sampllng was much
more cost-effecfive than netting in the field (and anaiyses of ftowering vascuiar
plants). Pollinators aiso react, due to their (predominantly) annual generations
faster than plants to adverse changes of natural and anthropogenic type. A pilot
study to test the yeliow-trap method was made in Finland in 1996 (Söderman et
al.1997). This was followed by a pilot monitoring programme, covering the two
years 199 7—98 in the above mentioned geographic area. The aims of the pilot mon
itoring were:
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O to test the logistics of the monitoring design and make necessary conec
tions, II required;
O to collect data ftom the monitoring network, in order to analyse variations
from year to year and to produce a base-ime for future operative monitor
ing;
O to use the collected data for developing different relevant parameters to lie
followed-up in possible future, operative long-term monitoring.
In addition, a numlier of addffional quesfions were set, for which answers were to
be sought through additional studies in connection wiffi the pilot monitoring:
1) is the yellow-trapping tecbnique efficient enough, or should other tech
niques lie implemented parallel to this?
2) what is the species composition in dffferent regions as reftected by the yel
low-trap sampies?
3) do populations of the same species react in the same way to the traps in dif
ferent latitudes?
4) do trap sampies reftect the populations of different species in nature?
The main target group of this report comprises nature conservation, agriculture
and forestry authorities in the countries concemed, as well as, researchers inter
ested in the faunistics of the pollinator species groups.
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Metbods and Material
....................................................
The majority of the material was collected with yellow-traps (Fig.1; Söderman et
al. 1997). The traps were installed in clusters of three in several places within the
study area (Fig.2; Annex 1). A total of 124 places were investigated (86 in 1997, 116
m 1998).
The sampling network in Finland is rather dense and geographically fairly
balanced. About 40% of the sites has some degree of protection (many included in
the national NATURA-2000 network). The sampiing network in Russia is less bal
anced and many sites had to he established in culturally inftuenced piaces to pre
vent loss of traps. li the Baitic counfries the network of sites is rather sparse and in
Latvia not geographically well-balanced (only western part covered). In Estonia
and Latvia about 40% of the sites are located h nature protection areas, in Lithua
nia as much as 67%, but in Russia only about 20% of ali sites are protected.
The yeiiow-traps were hung 1-2 metres above the ground (which was regard
ed optimai for bumbiebees) and 3-5 metres apart along a forest margin. South
facing habitats were reconimended. DDVP-strips were used to kiil the insects that
entered the traps. The sampies were coilected once (or twice) a week during the
period of expected pollinator flight. The collected sampies were then intermittent
ly stored in cold before sending them for identification.
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Fig. 1 A yellow-trap used for collecting ofpolhnators (photo Reima Leinonen, 1996).
0Fig.2. Sites in the pilot monitoring in 1997—98. The site chorocteristics ote given in Annex 1.
The author has determined ali the individuais to species. In a few probiemat
ic cases identification lieip has been given by Mr Antti Pekkarmen, University of
Helsinki or Mr Virgilijus Monsevicius, Cepkeliai Nature Resenre. The major taxo
nomic works used in the identification were: Löken 1973, 1984, Pekkarinen & Teräs
1977 (Apinae), Pekkarinen 1973 (Vespidae), Bhithgen 1961, Richards 1980 (Eume
nidae), Scheuchi 1995, 1996, Schmid-Egger & Scheuchl 1997 (Apidae), Dathe 1980,
Lomhoidt 1977, Warnke 1992, Noskiewicz 1936 (Apidae:selected families), Stack
elberg 1971, Torp 1994 (Diptera, Syrphidae), Morgan 1984 (Chrysididae), Lom
hoidt 1984 (Sphecidae), Wolf 1972 (Pompilidae).
In order to examine species that might prefer to visit white and blue flowers,
traps painted white and heaven-blue were instalied paraliel to the yellow traps at
two sites in Finland in 1997. In addition, materiai from some 20 light-traps (bulbs
emitting UV) with white plastic design and material from a few bait-traps were
collected for comparsion. At one of the sites a Malaise-tent (modei BioQuip 2875D)







































































Groups, EcoIoy and Eehaviour
of Pollinators
....................................................
Ali polien coilecting species can he divided into two groups, polylec%c and oligo
lectic. Poiylectic species collect pollen from many types of flowers, oligoiectic spe
cies only from ftowers of certain piant famiiies or groups. A special case of the
iatter are monoiectic species ffiat oniy collect poiien of one species. When using
yeilow-traps the probability is higher for capturing poiylectic species as well as
oligolectic species confined to piants with yeiiow ftower.
There are 44 eusocial bees, viz. bumble bees (inciuding cuckoo bees) and the
honey bee, in Norffiem Europe. Some species of the genera Halictus and Lasiogios
sum that are eusociai in cenfral Europe (Westrich 1990) may also he eusociai at
higher iatitudes, but strict evidence of this is stiil missing. The species richness of
Apidae is highest in the hemiboreai, southem and middie boreal regions. There
are equaily many species (32) in Lithuania as in the forested areas of Finland. The
species number only drops about 50% in the northernmost parts of the investigat
ed area, viz. the northem boreal and orohemiarctic regions, which indicates ffiat
bumbie bees are weli adapted to cool ciimates. Ali bumble bee species, except the
monolectic Bombus consobrinus, coliecting pollen practically only from Aconitum,
are polylectic due to the seasonal lengffi of their coionies that exceeds ffiat of any
poilen piant.
There are more than 300 species of soiitary bees in the area and the species
number increases towards south (e.g. 183 species have been found in Finland, 290
species in Lithuania). The proportion of oiigolectic bee species is about 30% in the
hemiboreai, southem and middie boreal regions, corresponding to ffiat of central
Europe, but drops to beiow 20% in the northernmost parts (Pekkarinen 1998). Quite
a number of oiigoiectic bee species have speciaiised on yeiiow ftowers iike Satix,
Lysimachia, Tanacetum, Ranunculus etc. At ieast 150 species according to iiterature
visit yeiiow flowers (Elftring 1968, Monsevicius 1995, Mueiler et at. 1997).
Social wasps (Vespidae) and solitary wasps (Eumenidae) do not coilect pol
len and nectar for their iarvae and oniy visit flowers for their own nutrition. There
fore, ffieir roie as poiiinators has been considered smaii. A totai of 14 sociai wasp
species have been recorded in Northem Europe in addition to some 40 soiitary
wasp species.
Hoverflies visit ftowers only for their nutrifion. The majority of the ftower
visiting species belong to the subfamily Syrphinae, the iarvae of which are aphido
phagous. There are hvo other groups, mostiy belonging to Eristalinae, which have
different bionomy. One of ffiese groups include species with larvae living in ma
nure or dirty waters, the other group comprises species which larvae iive in de
caying wood. In the first group the aduits visit ftowers, but according to iiterature
(Torp 1994) prefer white-coloured ones. Aduit hoverifies of the second group rare
ly visit flowers and usuaiiy forage on aphid dew on leaf surfaces. A total of some
350 hoverfly species is known from the study area and there is a decline in species
richness going northwards. At least 190 species are known to visit yeiiow ftowers
(Torp 1994).
As may he deduced from the facts mentioned above, the pollinators, inciud
ing their sexes and castes, behave differentiy in visiting ftowers, boffi with respect
to regions, biotopes, various days and times of the day, ail depending on the de
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velopment of the nutritional source (Teräs 1985, Prys-Jones & Corbet 1991). There
fore estimations of ffieir abundance and size of colonies by mere field studies is
difficult and laborous. The technique of using yellow-traps can be regarded as
implanted, artifical flowers and ffiey probably react in a siinilar manner to them
irrespective of the biotope and its fiower composition. ff this is the case, then wiffi
in-species comparisons can be made on abundancy of pollinators, and perhaps,
between-species variabiity on resource compefition. One should however be aware
of possible errors in such a hypoffiesis. For instance, in places where nutritional
sources are limited in time and space ffiese yellow-traps might aftract more mdi
viduals than in areas with pientiful flower resources.
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Threatened Species
Influence of man upon the disfribution and populations of bees and other pollina
tors have in Finland been dealt with by Pekkarinen et at. 1987, Teräs & Pekkarinen
1992, Söderman et at. 1997, Pekkarinen & Teräs 1998. In central Europe many p01-
linators, in particularly bees, are regarded as a higffly threatened group, e.g. in
Baden-Wurttemberg 190 bee species have been classffied as threatened (Westrich
1990), in England 96 species (Falk 1991) and in Poland 51 species (Banaszak 1995).
The number of threatened species in norffiem Europe is much less (table 1A-
E), but this might also he due to incomplete knowledge, use of different assess
ment methods, rather than befter preserved natural condi%ons. Bumblebees have
been protected in Estonia, but the protection clausule is inefficient as no direct
measures have been taken to reduce the most severe threats to them, like adverse
change in land management.
Table IA-IE. Number of threatened pollinator species in different parts of northern Europe (sources: Finland: Komitea-
mietintö 1991, Lithuania: Balevicius 1992, Sweden: Ehnström et a 1993, Denmark: Torp 1994, Estonia UIIeleht ed. 1998).
Country Extinct Endangered Vulnerable In need of surveillance
A. Bumble bees and cuckoo bees
Finland -
- 1 3










Estonia 1 1 - 9
Lithuania 1 1 5 1
C. Social wasps
Finland

















Sweden 6 2 5 8
Denmark 6 3 2 36





The yellow-trap cluster collected very little insects compared to the Malaise-frap,
although quite selectively. Individuals of the insect orders Coleoptera and Hy
menoptera appear to be more frequently attracted to yellow-traps (table 2). Of the
pollinator groups social bees and wasps are proportionally more common in yel
low-traps. Hoverfties, on the other hand, were much more common in the Ma
laise-trap, probably because many hoverfty species fty low and may not be partic
ularly interested in yellow ftowers (like species of the genera Platycheirus and
Metanostoma visiting wind pollinating flowers and a number of saproxylic species
being predominantly honey-dew lickers).
Table 2. Proportion (%) of insect individuals in a cluster of yellow traps and in a Malaise-trap in Sipoo, Finland, 1997.












Social bees (6.35) (0.01)
Solitary bees (0.3 5) (0.12)
Social wasps (9.72) (0.13)
Solitary wasps (0.00) (0.01)
TOTAL 100 (=288 specimens) 100 (=9414 specimens)
The effect of trap sampling on the natural populations of social bees (Bombus and
Psithyrus) was esthnated at the same test site (Sipoo) iii 1997. Queens and workers
were collected during May—June with a net after which they were cooled down in
a cold bag before applying a green paint-spot (quick-drying enamel paint) on the
dorsum of the individuals. After that they were released to fty away and captured
specimens were analysed if being marked or not. This capture-recapture test mdi
cated that the capture effec%vity of the yellow traps is very low. The maximum
recapture was 4..<6% for some of the species, but for most species it was well ffiis
value (table 3). The test showed that yellow-trapping itself does not harm the pop
ulations living in the vicinity of the monitoring sites.
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Table 3. Results of capture-recapture experiment in Sipoo, southern Finland in 1997. QM = total number of netted and
marked queens,WM = total number of netted and marked workers, QCY = total number of queens captured by yel
Iow-traps,WCY total number of workers captured by yellow-traps, QMR number of marked queens recaptured by
yellow-traps, WMR = number of marked workers recaptured by yellow-traps, QP = percentage of recaptured marked
queens, WP = percentage of recaptured marked workers.
Species QM WM QCY WCY QMR WMR QP WP
B.Iucowm 30 50 0 0 0 0 <3% <2%
B.pascuorum 50 50 2 0 2 0 4% <2%
B.hypnorum 25 50 0 0 0 0 <4% <2%
8.soroeensis 15 25 0 0 0 0 <6% <4%
8.Iapidarius 25 25 8 0 1 0 4% <4%
8.ruderarius 25 15 2 0 0 0 <4% <4%
B.veteranus 30 50 3 1 0 1 <3% 2%
B.hortorum 25 15 3 0 0 0 <4% <6%
P.bohemicus 15 - 0 - 0 - <6% -
Total 240 280 18 1 3 1 1.25% 0.36%
Colour preference
The test using differently coloured traps revealed that the yellow colour is several
times more effecfive in coilecting individuais ffian white or biue (Fig.3). Ali the
species collected in the offier coloured traps were also sampied with yellow ones
(although not necessariiy at the test sites). The material did hnpiy ffiat solitary
wasps (Eumenidae) might have a smaii preference for biue-coioured traps, but
their numbers were too low to be stafisticaiiy significant. The material coilected
from iight-traps (see annexes 2—5) indicates ffiat ffiere are some pollinator species
which are more common in these traps than in yellow-traps. Most of the recorded
sociai bees and social wasps in light-trap sampies probabiy entered them in eariy
morning or iate evening when the bulbs were lighted. They were thus aftracted by
the UV-iight emission. On the offier hand, hoverfties are known only to fty in the
daytime, so they are apparently attracted by the white piastic colour of the trap
design itself. The following hoverfly genera were found more common in iight
traps (attracted to white coiour): Sericomyia, Rhingia, Helophilus and Eristatis.
Although the colour tesis failed to show any distinct preference of any spe
cies to white and blue coioured traps, the colour preference of different species
(and different castes of social bees) do play an important role in the captures (see
chapter 6).
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Fig. 3. Eusocial bees and other pollinators captured by differently coloured traps at two sites in
finland in 1997. Abbreviations: mel Apis mellifera, fia = Psithyrus fiavidus, syl = Psithyrus
sylvestris, boh = Psithyrus bohemicus, pra = Bombus pratorum, hyp Bombus hypno
rum,jon = Bombus jonellus, spo = Bombus sporadicus, luc Bombus Iucorum, sor =
Bombus soroeensis, pas = Bombus pascuorum, vet = Bombus veteranus, dis = Bombus
distinguendus, hor = Bombus hortorum, Iap = Bombus lapidarius, rud = Bombus ruderar
ius, syr = Syrphidae, solw = solitary wasps, socw = social wasps, solb solitary bees; Mb blue,
Mw white, Myyellow.
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Specics Composition,
Distribution and Abundance
The yearly abundance of different pollinators is influenced by arinual weather
conditions. Species enduring cool climates like the bumblebees are less affected by
cool and overcast weather. On the other hand, solitary bees and hoverflies are
very sensifive to changing weaffier conditions as ffiey require sunny exposed places
to be ac%ve.
The two monitoring years, 1997 and 1998, had very dffferent weaffier condi
fions. The season in year 1997 started with a cool spring interrupted by short warm
spells, but most of the year was very warm, dry and sunny. The rnsolation values
summed to 140% of normal iri Fennoscandia and to somewhat above normal in
the Baltics and Norffiem Finland. Flowers withered quite early in autumn and the
nectar source competition at the end of summer was high. The season of 1998 also
started with a cool spring interrupted by short warm spells, but the remafriing
year was both cool and rainy. The precipitation summed in some parts of the study
area to almost 300% of the normal and the insolation only to 50% of normal in
large areas. In the northernmost (Lapland) and southernmost parts (Liffiuania)
the weather conditions were slightly better than normal. The two years can ffius
he regarded as quite extreme wMch affects the pilot monitoring results. Most of
the analyses presented here are based on the larger material of 1997 and the mate
rial of 1998 has mainly been used for indicating possible annual changes.
6.! Social Bees (Apidae)
The distribu%on of individual numbers of captured social bees in 1997 and 1998
are depicted in Fig.4. The recorded species are listed in Annex 2. Twenty-seven
species of the genus Bombus were recorded in 1997—98. The species not recorded
have very restricted ranges, although a few may locally he very common: Bombus
hyperboreus (orohemiarctic), B.consobrinus, B.patagiatus (eastem), B.pomorum,
B.cullumanus, B.confusus, B.ruderatus (southem), B.wuiy7enii (alpine) and
B.maculidorsis (steppes). Seven species of the genus Psithyrus were recorded and
onlytwo (Rvestalis and P.quadricolor) were not met wIIK
The poor summer weather of 1998 affected the colonies of social bees quite
much. The average individual captures dropped everywhere except in norffier
most Lapland and Lithuania. The change in species composition of the sites is
shown in Fig.5. The difference is on the whole not too pronounced as many spe
cies can he active also in overcast and cool weaffier. Apparently some species, like
B.cryptarum, B.magnus and 3.pascuorum, even benefitted in relation to others, pos
sibly due to ffiefr adaptabiity to stenothermic cool conditions. The most drastic
decline in the 1998 captures concems continental species like B.hypnorum,
B.sporadicus and B.ruderarius. It also appears, ffiat despite the general declme of
absolute species number in 1998, the relation of species number between the sites
stUi remains the same between the two years.
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Fig. 4. Distribution ofBombus and Psithytus individuals in the sampies of 1997 and 1998.
The green circles stand for records in 1997 and the unflhled circles for records in 1998.
Fig. 5. Comparison between captured species number of bumble bees and cuckoo bees in
1997 and 1998. Only those sites, where traps were operated both years have been included.
Because the social bees are the most important pollmators in the study area, the
species are shortiy treated hereafter:
B.lucortim (Linnaeus,1761) is perhaps the best known bumble bee in the area
being one of the first to emerge from hibernation in early sprmg and therefore
often acknowiedged by the layman as a “sign of the start of spring”. The species
has recently been divided into three, ali of which occur in northern Europe (Pami
lo et al. 1984, 1997). Ihis particular species was recorded ali over the area, except
for the northermost part of Finland (hiari Lapiand), and it is definiteiy the most
common of the three species. It appears to avoid dense human habitation and is a
tvpical country-side species. II buiids its nest underground, but have been found
to use arious holes above the grottnd in man-made environments. The coIonies
are usually large (Löken 1973). The ratio of captured queens, workers and males
(QWM) is changing going from south to nForth. lii the southern regions queens
dominate in the catches, but in the north workers predominate — also the propor
tion of males slightiy increases northwards (table 4). Despite that no preference for
difference castes and sexes could be found in the colour tests, these regionai differ
ences can only be explained either as a difference in brood size (which is highly
uniikely) or a difference in ftower colour fidelity between the workers of the same
species iii different regions. The phenomenon with more workers captured iii the
north is also evident in other species, such as B.hypnorum, B.sporadicits, B.jonellus
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Iable 4. Proportion of captured queens, workers and males of B.Iucomm in different regions ol the investigated area in
199?.
Region Female-queens (%) Female-workers(%) Males (%)
tapiand 2 65 33
Northern Ostrobotnia 26 64 10
Kainuu 1 1 69 20
Middle Ostrobotnia 49 31 20
Southern Ostrobotnia 81 9 9
(entral Finland 46 39 15
Northern Savonia 68 15 1?
Northern Karelia 42 20 38
Russian Karelia 3? 44 19
Tavastia 69 16 15
Southern Savonia 42 58 0
Southwest-Finland 90 ? 3
Southern Finland 88 10 2
Southeast-Finland 6? 18 15
teningrad Oblast 31 34 35
[stonia 9? 3 0
atvia 92 4 4
Pskow Oblast 98 2 0
tithuania 99 1 0
3.crvptarum (fabricius,1775) has quite recently been separated from the former
(Rasmont 1984) and is much rarer. It appears to prefer barren biotopes and land
scapes. Pamilo et al. (1997) state that it would he more comrnon than lttcontnt in
the north and in the “boreal” environments of the southwestern archipelago of
Finland. In central Europe ciijptarzint is more comrnon in higher alhftides (von
Hagen 1993). The monitoring sampies indicate that the species is rare in Eastern
Baltics and the southwestern part of Finland and most abundant in the areas cov
ered with coniferous wood iii central and northern Finland, where it locally may
be more common than lttcoriim. The QWM-ratio in 1998 in Finland was 80:13:7.
B.magiitts Voigt,1901 has also been separated from Iucorttnt and is the rarest
one of the three. It has been found in many of the same sites as the former species,
btit it does not appear to go as much to the north as cri/ptarurn. The northermost
sites of recording were Kokkola, Viiksimo and Kostamuksa. In the Balfic countries
magnus is very scarce and was recorded only in Lithuania. The most abundant
sites of this species were Lauhanvuori (>100 individuals), Seitseminen, Kontiolah
ti and Kivatsu, most of which are supra-aquatic areas with relafively old forests.
The QWM-ratio in 1998 in Finland was 98:1:1.
B.terrestris (Linnaeus,1758). Only two specimens belonging to this species has
been recorded from Finland (Pekkarinen & Kaarnama 1994). The species is quite
common in Sweden north to 6OoN and it appears to be not uncommon in Eastem
Baltics. Oider information (Löken 1973) sethng its northern distribution limit in
southern Litliuania is definitely disputed by the monitoring results. The species
was recorded north to the southern coast of the Gulf of Finland in single speci
mens in 1997 and it is fairly ahundarit in Lithuania and along the coast of Latvia.
The statement that this species prefer built or ruderal areas (Löken 1973, Pekkarin
en 1979) is not supported by the present findings.
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Fig. 6. Distribution ofBombus queens in the samples of 1997 and 1998. The green circles stand
for records in 1997 and the unfihled circles for records in 1998.
B.sporadicus Nylander,1848 is ari element of the Siberian fauna and confined
to the vast taiga. It is considerably more abundant in northem ffian southem Fen
noscandia. The southernmost records in 1997 were from Lammi, Luopioinen, Tam
pere and Hirvivuolle and the northernmost records are from the line Kolari—So
dankylä. It has not been met with in the Baltic countries. The colonies are large
and workers have been captured iri much higher proportions than by other spe
cies (QWM-ratio of 1997 was 10:84:6).
B.soroeensis (Fabricius,1776) was recorded north to its limit, the northermost
records were from Tornio and Rovaniemi (see Pekkarmen et at. 1981). The abun
dance varies much within its range in 1997—98. The species was abnormally abun
dant in three sites: Pyhtää (Hirvivuolle) in south-eastem Finland, Mäijamaa (Jala
se) in westem Estonia and Utena (Rugsteliskes) in northwestem Lithuania. These
three sites diifer much from each other and so far there is no explanation to why
these high-density areas exist. Offierwise the abundance is quite low. It prefers
dry and open landscapes and has a preference for flowers of Campanuta rotundfo
lia (Pekkarinen 1984) and Calluna (Pekkarinen & Teräs 1986). The species nests
underground. The colonies are generally quite small. It is said to be rare in Germa
ny (von Hagen 1993). Within its area the bee is polymorphic and the nominate
form prevails almost everywhere. The other red-backed colour morph, usually
named ssp.proteus Gers tacker,1869, has ari stronghold in westem Estonia ffiat is
fairly isolated from the central European one (where tMs morph prevails). The
rare ssp.proteus has previously only been recorded occasionally and scattered in
Liffiu anja, Latvia and Estonia. Jntraspecific forms between the nominate form
and this one are also found in westem Estonia. The species also has a strong ten
dency for melanism (Pekkarinen & Teräs 1986, Pekkarinen et at. 1994, Pekkarinen
& Teräs 1995). Melanic individuals were recorded over a much larger area than
hitherto known (table 5). The proportion of melanism is highest along the eastern
coast of the Baltic Sea, but melanic individuals were also captured far inland. Some
of ffiese inland sites locate close to large lakes or large bog landscapes, which would
support the theory of melanism developing in areas with urifavourable microcli
mate in early spring (Pekkarinen 1979). But there are several records of melanism
in inland populations as well, the explanation to which is not yet known. The
QWM-ratio in 1997 in Finland was 68:31:1.
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Table 5. Percentage ot melanic and red-backed morphs of B.soroeensis in the monitoring network in years 1997—1998.
Values in brackets ate only indicative because of too Iow total number of individuals. The influence of microdimate on
the locality is given when assumed to be of importance.
Site number Site name N 1997-98 % nelanic % proteus lnfluence
116 Virga 23 69.6 - coastal
115 Grobina Vitini 20 50.0 - coastal
113 Pape Koni 23 43.5 - coastal
198 Siitere 100 35.0
- coastal
139 Täktom 35 34.3 - coastal
104 Jalase 132 31.8 68.2
129 Rugsteliskes 306 31.0 -
131 Dubrava 27 25.9 -
127 Ukmerge 23 21.8
-
39 Konnevesi 35 17.1
- large lake
217 Jääskelä 12 16.7 - large lake
107 Nuuksio 22 13.6 -
214 Bromarv 47 10.6
- coastal
132 Lekeciai 22 9.1
70 Joutseno 45 8.9 -
134 Tenhola 46 8.7
- coastal
155 Vuoksa 117 6.8 -
41 Korpilahti 348 3.2 - large lake
26 Suonenjoki 71 2.8 - large lake
221 Eno 60 1.7 -
14 Seitseminen 85 1.2 -
213 tauhanvuori 99 1.0 -
18 Hirvivuolle 609 0.3 - large bog
120 Viidumäe 16 0.0 43.8 coastal
118 Riga 1 (100) - coastal
201 Klaipeda 4 (75) - coastal
105 Endia 3 (67) - large bog
104 Puka 3 (67) (33)
197 Rudbarzi 9 (56) -
65 lulliniemi 2 (50) - coastal
94 Keikino 2 (50) - coastal
119 Carnikava 6 (33) - coastal
128 Plateliai 7 (29)
-
149 Inkoo 10 (20)
-
121 Sebez Osyno 6 (17) (66) large lake
122 Kurgolovo 9 (II) - coastal
109 Kloogaranna 1 - (100) coastal
B.pratorum (Linnaeus,1761) is common and prefers forest margins and brushwood.
It can build nests in a vanety of microhabitats (e.g. free holes, holes underground,
in thurfs of vegetation) and the colomes are rapidly developing and small (von
Hagen 1993). Jn years of warm early summers a partial second generation may
develop (Prys-Jones & Corbet 1991). The species is less common in the southern
parts of the investigated area and it may locally be prevailing in the subarctic birch
zone. The QWM-ratio in 1997 in Finland was 51:44:5.
B.pascuorum (Scopoli,1793) has an areal colour variation. It is the most com
monest bumble bee species in the Baltic countries where the ssp.paflidofaciesVogt,
1911 occurs. Tbis form grades through a narrow intergrading zone wiffi
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ssp.sparreanus Löken, 1973 prevailing in the boreal region. The intergrading zone
runs ftom the SW-archipelago of Finland in ESE direction and quite closely foi
iows the limit between the souffiem boreal and the hemiboreal zones. The
ssp.sparreanus was recorded norffi to the line Kolari—Sodankylä. In the Caledonian
mountain chain, in nortwestermost Finland ssp.smithianus White,l85lwas captured
(see Löken 1973, Pekkarinen 1979). The species is common almost everywhere,
preferring pastures and legumen fields (Pekkarinen & Teräs 1977), and its highest
abundancy was found in the same sites previously mentioned under soro eensis. It
is said to avoid large uniform forest areas and also to he a very ffiorough pollina
tor having high economic relevance (Löken 1973). The nests are built either on the
ground or underground (von Hagen 1993) and the colonies are relatively large but
slowly developing (Prys-Jones & Corbet 1991). The QWM-ratio in 1997 in Finland
was 74:21 :5.
B.hypnorum (Linnaeus,1758) is originally an eastem boreal forest species ffiat
has adapted fairly well to man-made habitats and as a consequence been ahle to
spread west- and southwards. It prefers to build nests in holes above the ground,
very often in bird cages and other cavities and holes made by man. It, perhaps,
reached the Åland islands as late as iri the 1970’s (Pekkarinen et at. 1981). Jn the
Baltic countries it seems to he widely spread but not very abimdant. The abundan
cy is highest in the middle boreal region. The QWM-ratio in 1997 in Finland was
24:62:14.
B.cingulatus Wahlberg,1855, is a rare species of the norffiem boreal region,
preferring aider forests and brushwood. It may locally he common (Pekkarinen &
Teräs 1977) but is also missing in several places. The record from Kouvola in Fin
land (1997), representing a proximal moist wood of the Salpausselkä end forma
tion, is one of the souffiermost known (some old sites in Karelia lie more to the
souffi). The northemmost records of the monitoring are from Sarmijärvi. Very lit
tie is known about the bionomy of the species — it is clearly less anthropochorous
than B.hypnorum and avoids extensive cuitural areas.
B.tapidarius (Linnaeus,1758) has adapted well to anthropogenic environments
and is often observed (and recor ded in this scheme) in city parks and around
human habitations. It becomes scarce in the middle boreal region and was record
ed north to the line Vasa—Ilomantsi. The abundance is high along barren coastal
strips (it was the only bumblebee species recorded on islands in the archipelagoes)
and in gravelly terrain (especially along the Salpausselkä ridges in southem Fin
land. Males are less frequent in the trap samples because ffiey fty higher ffian the
standard sampling height (Bringer 1973). The bumblebee is said to prefer shallow
aggregated ftowers of the family Asteraceae (Prys-Jones & Corbet 1991). The colo
nies are large and the nests are established underground, often in coarse stony
ground (Löken 1973). The QWM-ratio in 1997 in Finland was 82:17:1.
B.ruderarius (Mueller,1776) prefers ruderate communities close to human hab
itation. It has previously been relatively common in Finland (Forsius 1935), but
regarded as scarce by Pekkarinen & Teräs (1977). It was not found in southwestem
Finland and appears to be absent many places inland in Finland. It is however stil
quite common in some eastem parts of the area, like Pskov region, the Leningrad
region, south-eastem Finland and in most of Estonia. The northermost record was
from Tohmajärvi in norffiem Karelia. It builds its nest on the ground which is
often destroyed by agricultural activity such as grass-buming and pioughing (von
Hagen 1993). The colonies are raffier small (Löken 1973). In Russia the colour
morph rossicus was relatively abundant in the Pskov region. The QWM-ratio in
1997 in Finland was 87:4:9.
B.veteranus (Fabricius,1793) is the most common of ali the species building
nests on the ground. The bum blebee has a continental distribution and is found
only in the southemmost parts of Scandinavia (Löken 1973). In the study area its
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abundance is high east of the Ime Osyrto-Puka-Kingisepp-Joutseno-Maaninka
Kiuruvesi—Liminka. It was not recorded on any islands. In fennoscandia veteranus
is expanding northwards because it was recorded north to Tornio and Rovaniemi
lying much more northern ffian its formerly known northern limit. Melanism is a
quite recent phenomenon in ffiis species and melanic individuals have so far been
found (also in the monitoring sampies) only from the souffiwestern coast of Fin
land in Hanko peninsula (Pekkarinen & Teräs 1986). The QWM-ratio in 1997 in
Finland was 80:14:6.
B.schrencki (Morawitz,1881) is a southeastern species that was regarded to he
extinct in Poland unifi re-discovered in the begmning of the 1990’s (Banaszak 1995).
It was very soon after that also recorded from Lithuania and then from Latvia. The
oldest records from Estonia date back to the middle of 1980’s. The expansion to
wards north evidently continues because the yeilow-trap sampies iridicate that
schrencki has aiready reached the southern coast of the Gulf of Finland and north
of 62oN in Russian Karelia (largest captures were from Kivatsu in 1997—98). The
species is said to prefer moist forests and forest margins (Monsevicius 1995). Its
expansion must have benefitted from accelerated afforestation of open fields in
the Baltic countries.The QWM-ratio in Lithuania is 88:8:4 and in Russian Karelia
31:54:15 (1997).
B.sytvarum (Linnaeus,1761) is a continental species too, wnlch is expanding
westwards (recorded new to Finland in the 1930s). The abundancy is highest in
areas around the inner parts of the Gulf of Finland where it was recorded fairly
comrnon in 1997 (but absent in 1998). Another strong core area appears to he situ
ated in SW-Latvia. In 1998 it was recorded close to its westernrnost and norffiern
most occurrence in Finland (from Mietoinen and Tohmajänri), but it appears to
have declined from the middle parts of the Finnish south coast. The species nests
on the ground and the colomes are raffier small. The QWM-rafio in Russia is 47:33:20
(1997).
B.distinguendus Morawitz,1869, is a local species with low abundancy. It ap
pears to have become somewhat rarer in the iast decades. The highest number
was recorded in Liminka, Finland in 1997, but it disappeared from ffiere in 1998.
In the same year it was however recorded quite far north iii Tornio and Liikasen
vaara. It was not recorded from Estonia at ali, and very unfrequently from Latvia
(2 sites), Lithuania (3 sites) and Russia (2 sites) in the piiot monitoring period. It
nests on the ground and prefers traditional agricultural landscapes wiffi pastures
and florishing meadows. The QWM-ratio in Finland was 83:13:4 for 1997.
B.muscorum (Linnaeus,1758) is a very iocal species preferring wet coastal (up
heavai) meadows. It was only found in two coastal sites (Dragsfjärd Örö and
Hailuoto) in 1997 in Finland. Meianism is known in this species as well
(ssp.liepetterseni Löken 1973). It builds its nest on the ground and the colonies are
small (von Hagen 1993).
B.humitis Illiger,1806, is the species ffiat have declined most in the area over
the last decades. It has eariier been distributed over large areas, but has been re
corded only in southwestern Finland since 1975. The monitoring showed it to be
present in a few sites in Lithuania (Rugskeiistes, Dubrava) and Lahria (Pape, Gro
bina Vitini). Half of the specimens belong to the capucine-brown coioured morph,
the other half to the dark form tristis. The species nest on the ground in grass
tussocks and underneath moss-polsters and the colomes are smail (Löken 1973,
Pekkarinen & Teräs 1987).
B.hortorum (Linnaeus,1761) has a long proboscis and is a very important spe
cies in maintaining biodiversity because it prefers deep-corolla ftowers. It is wide
ly distributed throughout the area, but the colonies are usualiy small everywhere.
The highest abundancy was recorded in Luopioinen, Ylistaro, Korpilahti, Maaninka,
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Haapajärvi and Melalahti. It has adapted weii to human environments and is fre
quentiy found in omamental gardens and piantations. The species is meianic in
Scandinavia. The QWM-ratio in Finland was 79:16:5 in 1997.
B.subterraneus (Linnaeus,1758). is a iocai species building nests undergound.
It prefers fieids of red clover (Pekkarinen et at. 1981). It was recorded very iocally
in Eastem Baitics (3 sites in Lithuania, 1 site in Pskov, 1 site in Novgorod) and in
the southeast of Finland (2 sites) in 1997. In 1998 it was not recorded at ali. Meianic
individuals have been met with around the metropoiitan area of Heisinki where
the species is dimorphic (Pekkarinen & Teräs 1993, Pekkarinen et al.1994).
B.jonetlus (Kirby,1802), largely represented by ssp.subborealis Richards, 1933,
prefers barren landscapes and is particuiarly common in the north. It becomes
rarer towards south where it is found in larger forest refuges and in the archipela
go. It avoids culturai iandscapes and is important in pollinating forest berries. It is
very rare in the Eastem Baltic (where it is represented by its nominal form) and
confined to bogiands and heathlands. In 1998 it was not found in traps from Lithua
nia or the Pskov region. It buiids its nest in subterranean hoilows and has raffier
small colomes. It might have a partial second generation in warm summers (Prys
Jones & Corbet 1991). The species has heavily declined in central Europe where it
is regarded as a glacial relict (von Hagen 1993, Kosior 1995). The QWM-ratio in
1997 in Finland was 36:60:4.
B.semenovietlus Skorikov,1909 is a rare and locai species. It has a continental
distribution and is most frequent in the southeastem parts of the range where it
was recorded from Rugskelistes (1997—98), Ukmerge (1997—98) and Sakiai (1998)
in Lithuania, Osyno (1997), Knjazevo (1998),Valdai (1997—98) and Keildno (1998)
in Russia, and Elva (1997) in Estoma. It has only once, one maie in 1964, been
reporded from Finland (Eiftring 1965), but the monitoring in 1998 proved colonies
to be present in Parikkala (3.6.1998), Joutseno (24.5.1998),Ylistaro (6.7.1998) and
Paitamo Meiaiahti (4.7.1998). Three of ffiese sites lie close to the eastem border of
Finland, one however quite far away from it. The species might have been over
looked before, but there are so far no other specimens in Finnish collections beside
the one previously mentioned.
Bdapponicus (Fabricius,1793) is a circumpoiar species and particuiariy com
mon in the subarctic birch-zone. It was not found south of the Arctic Circle in the
monitoring, but elder data impiy occurrences south of this as well (Pekkarinen et
al. 1981). It was most common in Kiipisjärvi, Sarmijärvi and Sodankyiä.
B.monticola (Smith,1849) is a boreoalpine species and very simiiar to the former
species, but appears to be more common in mountains in the north (cf. Svensson
1979, Pekkarinen 1982b). It was recorded only as one worker in Kevo.
B.atpinus (Linnaeus,1758) is an arctoalpine species confined in Finland to
mountain areas in the north. One specimen was recorded in Kevo in 1998.
B.polaris (Kirby,l802) is also a circumpolar species and confined in Finland to
mountain areas in the north. One worker was recorded in Kilpisjärvi in 1998.
B.balteatus Dahlbom,1832, is a circumpolar species prefering in Finland slope
meadows in mountain areas. It was recorded only in three sites: Paliastunturi (1997),
Kevo (1997) and Kilpisjärvi (1997—98). Melanic individuals are common in Scandi
navia and westem Lapland (Löken 1973). No meianic individuai were recorded in
the monitoring.
The cuckoo bee species are inquiines and only forage on flower nectar for
nutrition of ffieir own. The abundancy of cuckoo bees is said to indicate the stabil
ity and abundancy of the host colomes (Ortiz-Sanchez 1995). Therefore the ratio
between the host and the inquiline is of interest in the monitoring.
Psithyrus bohemicus (Seidl,1837) is the most common cuckoo bee of the area
investigated and is an inquffine of Bducorum (and probably other species of the
tucorum-complex). The femaie-maie ratio (FM) in Finland was 69:3lfor 1997. The
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ratio between bohemicus and lucorum is locally between 1:10 and 1:3 (Fig.7), but
ffiere are places where it is higher (Konnevesi; >1:1) and places where the inquiline
is almost missing or missing (Siitere Nature Reserve and Inkoo, boffi lying close to
the coast). This might be due to migrated specimens of the host species (cf. Mikko
la 1978, 1984). The inquiline does not extend as far north as is host and was record
ed norffi to the Kolari—Sodankylä line. It was most abundant in Tornio Kalkkimaa
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Fig.7. Ratio between Psithyrus bohemicus and Bombus Iucorum queens in the samples of
‘997.
P. sylvestris Lepeltier,1832, is an inquiline of B.pratorum. The FM-ratio in Finland
was 71:29 for 1997. The ratio between sylvestris and pratorum is usually higher
than ffiat of bohemicus/lucorum, often being 1:8...1:2 (Fig.8). There are however col
onies of the host with little inquffines (Pyhtää Hirvivuolle). The species is distrib
uted quite far to northwest (Tormo—Kolari) but appears to be absent in the south
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P cainpesti’is (Panzer,1$01) is a presumed mquiline of B.pascuoriiiit (and possibly
other species of the suhgenus Tltoracoboiiibtis) that was recorded mostly in Eastern
Baltics, and even here scarcely (Kurgolovo, Jalase, Puka, Virga, Lekeciai, Dubrava
and Rugskelistes). The only records from Finland were from Etelä-Kuivasto in
SW-Finland (1997) and Petkeljärvi in Northern Karelia (1998). lis distribution is
far from that of the presumed host species and other hosts have been suggested
such as B.Izuinilis. As this species is even less common than P.cainpestris this seems
very unlikely. II rnight be requiring fast developing colonies of B.pasctiorum, which
could explain why it is more common in the area where ssp.pallidofacies occurs and
why very few of the large, but slowly developing colonies of ssp.sparreahitts in the
horeal region were not parasitized at ali. The species has evidently declined in the
last 20 years, which is confirmed by records jo museum collections.
Pflapidus (Eversmann,1852) is aii inquihne of B.jrniellus only occuring m north
ern fennoscandia. Pflaidus was recorded fairly common south to the line Kan
nus—Kajaani north of which its host is ahundant. Two records from southem Fin
land in 1997 (Espoo Nuuksio and Pyhtää Hirvivuolle) may indicate B.soroee,isis as
a secondary host.
P.;iorvc-jci,s Sparre Schneider,191$ is an inquihne of 3.Itiip;ioritiii and is very
scarce in relation to its host species. It was only recorded in Eiciai in Lithuania
(1997). Apparently the inquiline have become rarer, but there are quite recent and
abundant findings aiong the Oulujoki river in the north (sampies in the Zooiogicai
Museum of the Oulu University).
Propest ris (fabricius,1793) is an inquiline of B.lapidaritts that aiso has become
rarer in the last two decades. It was only recorded jo a few sites: Ruissalo Turku in
Finland (1997), Maianiemi Vuoksa in Russia (199$), Vilsandi Saarenmaa in Esto
nia (199$), Utena Rugsteliskes (1997), Piunge Plateliai (199$), Eiciai Lekeciai (1998)
in Lithuania.
P.barbiitellits (Kirhy,1802) is an inquiline of B.hortortmt that has become very
scarce in the region and has already been red listed in Finland and Estonia. Only
two southern records came out of the pilot monitoring (Kaunas Duhrava in Lithua
nia,1997 and Nisha Knjazevo in Pskov oblast, 199$).
Apis iitc’11if’ra Linnaeus,175$, the honey hee, has heen introduced to the area a
long time ago. Two races are reared, the nominal race which is hardier in the north
eru climates but more aggressive and with slowly growing colonies, and the
var. Iigustica, which is less agressive and developing faster. The iatter is less hard
ened to northern climates and therefore mainly reared in the south of the area. The
honey bee can not compete with the bumblebees iii pollinating nature flowers
(often because of too short prohoscis), but it is ao important component in polli
nating oil seed flowers (Free 1993). The species was recorded north to the line
Oulu—Kajaani (64oN) in the frap sampies, but was rather scarce in most places. It
was most frequently found in early spring and late autumn samples and oniy
workers were recorded (males have been captured only in light-traps in Sebez
Osyno). The workers have obvjously also a clear colour fidelity, other than yellow,
in the south.
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6.2 Solitary Bees (Apoidea, other families)
0
The number of trapped species were low in the whole area (Fig.9) and the maxi
mum number of species of any site was 20 in 1997 and 25 h 1998 (ca 7% of ali
known species). The species richness in 1997—98 was highest close to the coast of
the Baltic Sea and very few individuals were trapped north of the Arcfic Circle in
Finland. Totally 110 solitary bee species were recorded which is only ca 1/3 of the
known fauna. Of these 83 species were recorded in 1997 and 82 species in 1998.
Fig. 9. Distribution of sampled solitary bee species in 1997 and 1 998.The green circles stand for
records in 1997 and the unfihled circles for records in 1998.
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Common for boffi years were onlyS4 species, which indicates the local occurrence
of many species and that the number of species wiIl stifi increase wiffi continuous
monitoring. With the exception of Lithuania, ali other counfries showed a decline in
average individuals/site in 1998 as a resuit of the poor summer weather of ffiat yeat
In 1997—98 twenty-seven oligolectic species out of about 70 known (cf. Mon
sevicius 1995, Pekkarinen 1998) were recorded. Most of ffiese (18) visit yellow flow
ers and only3 species visit red. The oligolectic bee species were (colour preference
in bracket as Y=yellow, W=white, B=blue and R=red): Coltetes daviesanus (Y),
C.similis (W), C.succinctus (R), C.cunicu?arius (Y), Panurgus ca?caratus (Y), Andrena
denticulata (Y), A.hattorfiana (R), A.?apponica (R), A.gelriae (Y), A.witkella (Y), A.ctarketla
(Y), A.vaga (Y), A.praecox (Y), A.ruficrus (Y), A.curvungula (3), Heriades truncorum
(Y), Dasypoda attercator (Y), Megachlle ericetorum (Y), M.nigriventris (Y), M.?apponica
(R), Anthophorafurcata (Y), Me?itta haemorrhoidalis (3), Macropisfutvipes (Y), Chelos
toma campanularum (B), C.rapunculi (B), C.ftorisomne (Y), Hylaeus nigritus (W).
Of the species prefering red flowers only single male specimens were recorded.
In 1997—98 nineteen inquiline species were recorded (host in parenffiesis, if
known) from the yellow-traps:
$telis minima (Che?ostoma campanularum), Nomada striata (Andrena ge?riae),
N.goodeniana (Andrena cineraria), N.bfida (Andrena haemorrhoa), N.atboguttata (Ari
drena barbi?abris), N.panzeri (Andrena fucata), Nfulvicornis (Andrena carbonaria,
A.tibialis, A.bimaculata), Ndathburiana (Andrena vaga), N.?eucophtha?ma (Andrena clar
kella), N.fabriciana (Andrena bicotor), N.flavoguttata (Andrena subgenus Taeniandrena
sp.), N.obscura (Andrena ruficrus), Epeolus cruciger (Coltetes daviesanus), Sphecodes
ephippius (Lasiogiossum teucozonium), S.crassus (Lasiogiossum subgenus Evylaeus),
S.pet?ucidus (Lasiogiossum subgenus Evy?aeus and Andrena barbilabris), S.gibbus (Halic
tus spp.), S.moniticornis (Lasiogiossum incLsubgenus Evylaeus) and S.geoftellus (Lasi
ogiossum ?eucopum).
The host species of N.futvicornis was not captured by trapping. In general, the
host and its inquiline were recorded at the same site, but there were also records of
inquilines in trappmg sites where the host was not recorded.
In 1997—98 sixty-seven polylectic species were recorded. In some common
species one of the sexes were predominating in the captures. Such were Andrena
praecox, A.ctarkefla (males) and species of the family Halictidae (females). Of the
last mentioned family, males are more seidom met wiffi as mating usually takes
places within the nest, and the fact that only females hibemate (and are frequently
captured in spring and late autumn) may explain these sex-ratios of the captures.
Some rare species are here commented upon:
Anthophora ptumipes (Pallas, 1772). Four males were captured in Latvia, Pape Koni
21—28.4.1998. The species fties very early and is therefore seidom otherwise re
corded. It nests in steep clay or sand siopes and prefers Primuta veris when visiting
ftowers.
Osmia aurulenta (Panzer,1799). One female was captured in Latvia, Pape Koni
13.5.98. The species nests in empty shells of Cepaea. Earlier known only from Ka
liningrad in the region (Monsevicius 1995).
Osmia piUcornis F.Smith,1846. One male was captured in Finland, Korpiiahfi
11.5.1998. The species prefers herb-rich forests and forages mainly on Pulmonaria.
Andrena hattorfiana (Fabricius,1775). One male was captured in Lithuania,
Piateliai 30.6.1997. The species is an oiigoiect on Knautia arvensis.
Andrena bico?or Fabricius, 1775 and Nomada fabriciana (Linnaeus,1767). The
host, prefering Viola-ftowers, was captured in Piateliai (Liffiuarda), Grobina, Kuidi
ga, Taisi (Latvia), Jalase (Estonia) and Vaidai (Russia) between 30.4—2.6.1997. Its
inquiline was recorded only in Lithuania (Piateliai 5.5.1997, Lekeciai 5.7.1997) with
out records of the host.
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Andrena ventralis Tmhoff,1832. One female was captured in Lahria, Carnikava
7.5.1997
Andrena curvungula Thomson,1870. One male was captured in Liffiuania,
Dubrava 11.5.1997. This oligoledic species confined to Campanula-flowers has been
defined as vulnerable in Lithuania (Balevicius 1992).
Halictus sexcinctus (Fabricius,1775). Two females were captured in Lahria, Pape
Koni 10.6.1998
Lasiogtossum costulaturn (Kriechbaumer,1873). One female was captured in
Liffiuania, Dubrava 19.7.1997
Hylaeus nigritus (fabricius,1798) was captured in Estonia, Jalase 29.6.1997 and
Kloogaranna 19.7.1998. The species is very local and collects pollen only from
Umbeffiferae.
Hylaeus dfformis (Eversmarin,1852)was captured inLithuania, Eiciai 16.8.1998
and Rugsteliskes 28.6.1998, and in Pskov region, Knjazevo 13.7.1997 & 16.6.1998.
The species is rare and local in the souffiem part of the investigated region.
Hytaeus sinuatus (Schenck,1853) was captured in Latvia, Camikava 12-28.7.1997
and 12—20.7.1998, and Kuidiga 5.7.1997. The species ts rare and local south of the
fennoscandian area.
6.3 Social Wasps (Vespidae)
Social wasps are common throughout the area (Fig.10), although only one species
(Dolichovespula norvegica) was met with in the northernmost and most elevated
places. High number of individuals were recorded m some places (Pori, Nuuksio,
Riga and Kuldiga), where usually one species clearly dominated the catches. In
Liffiuania and Kaliningrad the number of wasps was quite low durmg the moni
toring period. The high number of social wasps in the sampies cannot simply be
explained as visits to ftowers for nufrition. They must have been attracted by the
amount of killed ffies that acted as attractants to the wasps. Three species of inter
est are specially treated hereunder:
Vespa crabro Lrnnaeus,1758. The Hornet occurs in the investigated area in two
forms, the nominate form occu ring in the eastem and northem part and the col
our morph gennana in the westem parts of the Baltics. The species nests in decay
ing wood and is therefore dependent on old forest stands. It was raffier common
in the 1930’s but declined wiffi a reduction in the distribution in the 1960...1990s.
The decline has been related to lower summer temperatures (Pekkarinen 1989).
The monitoring results indicate that the species is local but not uncommon irt parts
of Liffiuania, Latvia and Russia. The northemmost find is from Russian Karelia
(1997), wbich would indicate that it is re-expanding nortwards as a result of the
warmer summers in the 1990’s. One queen was also recorded Rantasalmi (62o02—
28o10) in Finland in a bait frap in 1997 (leg.P.Sundell) and another one in a bait
trap at Ruotsinpyhtää (60o30’—26o30’) in 1998 (leg.Harry Lonka). Records of queens
and males have also been made in southwestem and southeastem Finland (Kuu
berg, Kaitila, pers.comm.). Small colonies evidently still exist in the Saimaa Lake
region and in the Virolahti area in southeastem Finland.
Vespula germanica (Fabricius,1776). Pekkarinen & Hulde’n (1995) inform ffiat
it is resident iii the Åland islands (latest record in 1970’s), which was also con
firmed by the momtoring. The monitoring results clearly shows that the species is
widespread mainly along the Baltic coast east to the Kurgolovo peninsula in the
Leningrad region. This means that the Finnish populafion is not isolated from the
main distribu%on. The species is however local, but the colonies are quite large.
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Polistes doinintitiis (Christ,1791) was the oniy paper wasp recorded. One male
of this species was taken in Riga in Latvia (2.8.1998). The species has been known
to have a much more southern distribution hut another recent recording in Lithua
nia would support the possihility of fast spread to the north of this synanthropic
species (Pekkarinen & Gustafsson, in print). The record from Riga is the northern
most in wild in Europe.
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Fig. 10. Distribution ofsampled social wasp individuals in 1997 and 1 998.The green circles
stand for records in 1997 and the unfihled circles for records in 1998.
6.4 Solitary Wasps (Eumenidae)
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Solitary wasps were scarce and local in the capwres (Fig.11). They were most fre
quently found in the southwestern part of the investigated area. Most of the spe
cies helong to the genera Ancistmcerus and Synirnorpitus that nest in holes iii woody
material (deciduous trees, house walls, poles, stems of currant and Rubus-bushes)
close to traditional country-side housing. They are therefore often regarded mdi





Fig. II. Distribution ofsolitary wasp individuals in the sampies of 1997 and 1998. The green
circles stand for records in 1997 and the unflhled circles for records in 1998.
20—25 years (Pekkarinen & Huide’n 1991). Three species nesting in the soil (Etto
di,;iertis cjttadrifasciatus, Gi,in nocertts laevipes, Odinerus spinipes) vere recorded. Ali
these three species have Iittle nest site ftexi hility. Records of two species are worth
mentioning:
Aiicistrocerzis a;ztilope (Panzer, 1798) nests in holes of old trees and wood build
ings. It has become rare since the 1970s and is considered “near threatened” (Pekka
rinen & Hulde’n 1981, Komiteamietintö 1991).
The species was recorded from five sites in Fastem Fennoscandia: Finström
Husö (13.8.1997), Paltamo Melalahti (9.7.1997), Espoo Nuuksio (10.7.1998), Kuo
pio Pieni Neulamäki (7.8.1998) and Petroskoi Kiwach (25.7.1998). Previous to this,
there were no recordings of the species in northern Finland in this century.
Sipizmorpltits murarius (Linnaeus, 175$) nests in holes in sun-exposed walls or
iii reed stems. It has declined over much of Europe this century (Witt 199$). It is
considered near threatened in Finland and Estonia.
The species was trapped only in Valdai iii Russia in 3 specimens (10.—17.7.199$).
6.5 Hoverfiies (Syrphidae)
The total species number per site must he regarded as low (Fig. 12) as the maxi
mum number of one site in 1997 was only 25 and in 199$ only 31 (about 7% of the
fauna of the whole area). On the other hand, a total of 153 species (1997—98) were
captured in yellow-traps, which is almost 50% of ali known species from the area.
Hoverflies are thus attracted by the colour, but the efficiency of the traps in sam
pling them is low. Many individuals have been seen hovering in front of, and
sitting on, the yellow collar of the traps without entering the traps themselves.
The most commonly trapped species are those that have a migratory tendency
and that can locally deveiop considerably large second (“native”) generations (see
subchapter 6.5.3).
Some species groups of different habitat preference are treated in short here
after.
Species of old natural forests (saproxylic species)
Despite the general conception that adult hoverilies of saproxylic species do not
visit flowers, a number of these were nevertheless captured. Tn 1997—98 the fol
lowing species were recorded: Sphecoinyia vespiforinis, Temnostoma apfornte,
T. vespifonne, T.boinbitans, Xitota tarda, X.segnis, X.coertileivcntris, X.silvarttm, Chat—
cosyrphus nemorum, C.valgtts, Brachtipalpoides lentus, Miiatttropafiorea which is not a
true saproxylic species, but requires water-filled tree hollows for breeding, Braclt
i/opa dorsata, B.testacea, B.conica and Ferdinandea cuprea.
Of the mentioned species, seven have according to literature been observed
to visit yellow ftowers occasionally. Of the above mentioned species a few like
Teinnostoma, Spheconnia and Brachpa1poides are regarded as good indicators of nat
ural forests in need of conservation in Europe as they require decaying or dead
wood (Speight 1989). Most of the recorded specimens were from naftire conserva
tion sites, hut some were also found in economically martaged forests. Data on
five obiigatory saproxylics are given hereunder:
S. vespzfornte Gorski, 1852 was caught in yellow-traps in Melalahti in Kainuu
(4.9.1997), in Kuopio in northern Savonia (25.8.1998), in Nuuksio in Espoo, south
ern Finland (22.8.1998), in Jyväskylä in central Finland (14.9.1998) and in Kiwach
in Russian Karelia (14.9.1998). The species was also recorded in the field in Pyhtää
Vanhakylä in July, 1997 (leg.G.Söderman). These findings are qtlite conspicuous
as the latest known record of the species in Finland is from 1963. S.vespiforniis
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mimics in appearance (and in its hehaviour in keeping the wings folded along its
body) social wasps and is hence difficult to distinguish by sight only, so it may he
that it has escaped notice before. The exact habitat requirement of the species is
unknown, but most findmgs have been made in wet and old mixed forests with
tali aspens or alders. The species has recently been re-discovered iii Sweden as
well (Bartsch et al. 1998).
N
0
Fig. 12. Distribution of sampled hoverfly species in 1997 and 1998. The green circles stand for
records in 1997 and the unflhled circles for records in 1998.
Lapforme (Fabricius, 1794) was caught at five sites: Pori Ahlainen (1.7.1997),
Pallas Mustavaara (18.7.1997), Sarmijärvi man (29.7.1998), Valdai in Novgorod
(29.6.1997) and Elva in Estonia (29.6.1998). The species is said to require old decay
ing small-leaved deciduous forests as a habitat. The Mustavaara and Sarmijärvi
findings are in subarctic birch forest areas, the offier ones close to humid alder
birch mixed stands.
T.vespforme (Linnaeus,1758) was captured in Utena Rugsteliskes in Lithua
nia (22.6.1997), Jyväskylä Jääskelä in Finland (24.8.1998) and Kiwach Petroskoi in
Russia (13.7.1998). It requires decaying broad-leaved deciduous wood for its sun
rounding.
Tbombylans (Fabricius,1805) was captured in Liepaja Grobina in Latvia
(10.6.1998) and Tosno in the Leningrad oblast (14.6.1998). It requires decaying small
leaved deciduous wood for its habitat.
Bdentus (Meigen,1822) was captured in Lekeciai (15.6.1997) and Cepkeliai
(14.6.1998) in Lithuania. It requires decaying broad-leaved deciduous wood for its
surrounding.
Species of traditional landscapes (pasture species)
Very few species can be regarded as good indicators of traditional landscapes
(grazed grasslands, pastures etc.). To these belong spedes which larva are copropha
gous like Rhingia campestris, R.rostrata and R.austriaca. Of these the records of
R.rostrata are worth mentioning (Kaliningrad 25.7.1997 in light-trap and Liepaja
Virga 17.7.1998 in yellow-trap) as the species has become extinct in large parts of
westem Europe (Torp 1994). Species like Eristalinus sepulchratis, Eristatis intricari
um, E.antophorinum, E.interruptum, E.abusivum, and E.horticotum are also quite good
indicators as ffieir larva live in manure water. The captured number of these were
quite small that might indicate a change in their environment since the time of
more extensive cattle breeding. Stiil two other species might be mentioned, Xan
thogrammafestivum and X.pedissequum that require the company of ant societies on
dry pastures. Both were very rare iri the monitoning samples.
Species with known mfgratory tendencies
Migrating hoverflies may he set in three categories:
(1) obiigatory mignants, where fertilized female migrate in early summer to es
tablish new colonies upon their arrival. Their nafive generations tend to mi
grate furffier, but the species can not survive the winter in the region. To
these belong Episyrphus balteatus and Eupeodes corottae. The phenology of
the firstmentioned is depicted in Fig.13. The first fertilized females arrive in
small numbers in June and the native generation compnising boffi males
and females developes in July. Individuals of this genenation migrates fur
ther north and some appanently sthrive back to south (Mikkola 1986). Boffi
mentioned species are pnotandrous. The migration pattem reminds of ffiat
of some butterfties and moths (e.g. Fieris rapae, Vanessa cardui, Autographa
gamma).
(2) facultative migrants, where boffi males and females arrive in autumn, often
at the hirn of August—Septemben. These species, e.g. Scaeva pyrastri,
S.setenitica, Metiscaeva auricottis, Eristalis tenax, E.pertinax, E.pratorum, can
not survive the winter in the region eithen (an excep%on might be E.tenax
that might produce a “native” population in southern Lithuania (925 speci
mens of which 483 females between 25.8..11.10.1998 in Cepkeliai). These
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species might he numerous in years of suitable migration weather pattems,
like in year 1998, but he almost lacking in other years, like in 1997 wiffi very
stable high pressure periods over Eastem Fennoscandia.
(3) occasional migrants, that can hibemate in the area but wiffi a reduction of
the population, and which during suitahle migration weather patterns re
ceive strengthening of their populations through migrating individuals
mixing with the “native” populations. Such species are Melanostoma melli
num, Syrphus torvus, S.vitripennis, S.ribesii, Lapposyrphus lapponicus, Meliscae
va cinctetla and Sphaerophoria scripta.
Notahle is ffiat most of the captured hoverfty individuals in boffi 1997 and 1998
belong to species of some of these categories. The intensity and frequency of mi
grafions from south ffierefore highiy affect the captures from year to year whereby
the quantitative calculations of diversity is subsequently affected by the migra
tions and do not give a reliable picture of the local biodiversity.
Fig. 13. Sex distribution (mmales, ffemoles) of Episyrphus balteatus weekly records in
Finlondin 1997.
Species living in forest canopies
Species of a few genera mainly spend ffieir time both as larvae and adults in tree
canopies. As a result of ffiis ffiey are rarely captured by netting. The yellow-traps
however captured several species of ffiese genera: Parasyrphus (7 species), Das
ysyrphus (6 species) and Epistrophe (3 species). Most of the species of the genera
Parasyrphus and Dasysyrphus were recorded over large areas, and almost ali com
mon Parasyrphus-species developed partial second generations both in 1997 and
1998. Notable are the records of Parasyrphus punctinalis from two sites (Sipoo and
Kouvola) in Finland. This species has not officially been recorded before, but the
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Wetland specfes
Very few typical wetland species were recorded: Sericomyia silentis, $.lappona, Ne
oascia meticulo sa, N.podagrica, N.tenur, Helophilus pendutus, H.affinis, H.hybridus,
H.trivittatus, Parhetophitus frutetorum and Pconsimitis. One reason for this is that
the sampling sites often located far away from wetland habitats, another that most
of the species have a preference for white-coloured ftowers.
6.6 Other Groups
A small number of offier families of Hymenoptera and Diptera were also surveyed
in the yellow-trap materiais. To these belong the mby tails (Chrysididae) that are
inquilines of other Hymenoptera (mostly solitary bees and Eumenidae), digger
wasps (Sphecidae), that prey on other insects, with some species that nest in old
wood, spider wasps (Pompilidae), that prey on spiders, and soidier-ifies (Stratio
myidae), of which some species live on pastures, some only in clear, running wa
ters.
Ruby tails (Chrysfdidae)
Seven species were recorded in 1997—98: C?eptes semiauratus (Estonia, Lithuania),
Chrysis sybarita (Latvia), C.ignita (Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Russia), Hedychridium
zelleri (Latvia), H.cupreum (Russia), Osmatus viotaceus (Finland), O.auratus (Finland,
Russia), Trichrysia cyanea (Russia). Of these C.ignita was most common.
Digger wasps (Sphecidae)
Quite many species were recorded in the yellow-traps: Trypoxytonfigulus, Lmedius,
Tattenuatus, Crabro cribrarius, C.pettarius, Ectemnius continuus, E.tapidarius,
E.fossorius, E.cephalotes, Lindenius albitabris, Mimumesa dahibomi, Crossocerus nigri
tus, C.pusittus, C.barbipes, C.cinxius, C.heydeni, C.megacephalus, C.annutatus,
C.assimitis, C.cetratus, C.ovalis, Pemphredon inornatus, Rlugubris, Rmontanus, P.batticus,
Spitomena vagans, Psenulus paltidus, Pconcolor, P.fuscicornis, Passaloecus insignis,
Reremitus, P.clypearis, Diodontus medius, Rhopatum coarctatum, R.ctavipes, Oxybelus
unigtumis, Diodonthus tristis, Astata boops, A.pinguis, Ammophita sabulosa, A.pubescens,
Podalonia hirsuta, Mellinus arvensis, Cerceris arenaria, C.quadrtfasciata, C.quinquefasciata,
Nysson interruptus, Phitanthus ruspatrix. Most of the species are very common and
wideiy distributed (Lomholdt 1984). The most common species was M.arvensis
(>100 individuals), nesting in aggregates in sandy locaiities and preying on fties.
Males were more numerous and ffiey are known to he honeydew lickers. Also
C.cribrarius (>20 individuais) nests in aggregates in sandy localities and prey on
fties. Aiso in this species males were more common in the sampies. For other spe
cies usually single or a few specimens were captured.
Spider wasps (Pompilidae)
As can he expected, very few individuais were captured by the yeiiow-traps. They
belonged to the following species: Anoptius infuscatus, A.nigerrimus, A.viaticus, Pri
ocnemis exattata, Dipogon va riegatum, D.hircanum, Aupiopus carbonarius, Evagetes
dubius, Episyron rufipes, Homonotus sanguinotentus and Cahcurgus hyatinatus. Ali of
these are common within the area (Wolf 1967).
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4Soldierflies (Stratiomyidae)
Only six species were captured: Microchrysa polita (Finland, Latvia, Russia), Sargus
iridatus (Finland), Chtoromyia formosa (Estonia, Latvia, Liffiuania), Beris morrisii,
B.chalybeata (Finland) and Odontomyia argentata (Huiftinen, Finland). The two first
mentioned species are common and widespread on meadows, the third is con
fined to dry grasslands (and not found in Finland), the fourth and fffth are raffier
common in northem Fennoscandia and the lastmenfloned is very scarce (previ
ously known from only one site in Finland) along flower-banked small rivulets
(Rozkosny 1973).
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The above mentioned species distribution and abundance pattems indicate that
the yellow-trap sampies correspond well wiffi previous information on distribu
tion and aburidancy of the species, i.e. species common in the north are also more
abundant in the north and species common in the south are more abundant in the
south. This means that different populations of the same species react in a similar
manner to the yellow-trap clusters.
Representabflity of sites
It is difficult to estimate the effective capture area of a yellow-trap cluster because
of insufficient informaifon on foraging ranges iii literature. Prys-Jones & Corbet
(1991) state that the range of foraging for bumble bee queens may he even up to
several kilometres, while Teräs (1979) informs “at least 600 m’s” and Pekkarinen &
Teräs (1977) give “usually not very much beyond 1000 metres from the nest”. If
1000 metres is taken as feasible radius, then the sampies would represent an area
of a little more ffian 3 km2 which means that the results must he interpreted as
local rather ffian regional. If the value and the average capktre effectivity of 0.8%
(average of queens & workers, see tahle 3) is taken as a basis, the highest capture
of bumble bees at Pyhtää (1903 specimens in 1997) would give a density of ca 80
000 individuals/km2. This value is not particularly high as Duhayon (1992,1993)
gives densities in France for one species between 1 000—10 000 individuals/hec
tare. As the captures in the investigation area normally ranged between 100—400
individuals per site, this equals to only 42—167 individuals/ha.
Zapetal (1961) informs that an average density of 700 bumblebees is needed
to pollinate one hectare of red clover. As B.pascuorum, being the best pollinator,
produces some 80—100 workers per colony, 7—9 colonies of this species would he
enough for economic pollination. Using a capture effectivity of 1.25% for the queens
(see tahle 3), there would need to he 26—33 queens/year/capture to fulifi this crite
rion. This treshold is exceeded in many places in Eastem Baltics, as well as in
southem and middle fennoscandia.
7.2 Between-species Relations
There is no direct way to analyse the true between-species variation of the sam
pies with that in nature. Jndirectly, comparisons between the sample statistics and
statistics of species in collections can he made if the latter have been analysed.
Tabies 6 and 7 make comparisons between species proportions in collections of
social bee (Bombus and Psithyrus) and queens of social wasp species with those of
Finnish yellow-trap sampies. As can he seen, common species are relatively more
common in the monitoring sampies than in collecfions and rare species are less
common in the monitoring sampies than in collections. Which of these reftect nat
ural conditions beifer? A known fact is that collections are biased, because rare
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species are stored in relatively larger numbers than common ones. So in this case,
the percentage of rare species are probably too high in the collection material.
Wheter ffieir natural proportions (see Figs. 4 and 6) correspond to the monitodng
sampies can not be deduced. Anoffier fact, making this kind of comparsion dfffi
cult, ts ffiat (Eastem Fennoscandian) collections have piled up during a century’s
time and do not therefore relate to the present time only.
Alffiough the variation in percentages between the two monitoring years for
some species exceeds the variation between the percentages iii the museum col
lections and the monitoring material, a comparison between the mean percentag
es in the monitoring material with those of the collections may stili indicate larger
trends. Tn such a comparison differences in bumble bees is to be seen, e.g. concem
mg Bombus pratorum (fricreased), 3.sporadicus (increased) and 3.hypnorum (in
creased), and in many rarer Bombus- and Psithyrus-species (decreased). This would
Table 6. Comparison between bumble bee and cuckoo bee species percentages in Finnish collections ((tom Pekkarinen
et al. 1981) and the Finnish yellow-trap material.
Species Percentage in collections Percentage in capture 199? Percentage in capture 1998
B.Iucorum 17.16 21.63 13.83
B.jonellus 11.14 6.61 7.93
B.pascuorum 10.35 11.61 22.25
B.pratorum 6.72 8.92 15.99
B.Iapponicus 6.54 0.29 1.47
B.hypnowm 6.02 6.48 9.38
Biapidarius 6.02 1.59 2.00
P.bohemicus 3.9? 2.93 3.62
8.hortorum 3.89 2.56 1.91
B.soroeensis 2.56 6.70 7.67
B.veteranus 2.48 1.52 1.28
&cingulatus 2.21 0.04 0.19
B.ruderarius 2.12 0.18 0.05
P.flavidus 2.0? 0.07 0.44
B.bafteatus 1.95 0.02 0.15
B.distinguendus 1.95 0.13 0.07
P.sylvestris 1.90 2.71 2.50
B.sporadicus 1.77 5.83 4.12
P.rupestris .34 0.01 0.01
B.humilis 1.15 0.00 0.00
Bsubterraneus 1.15 0.02 0.00
P.campestris 0.74 0.01 0.01
B.sylvarum 0.71 0.05 0.07
P.noriegkus 0.38 0.00 0.00
B.muscorum 0.35 0.01 0.00
P.barbuteius 0.23 0.00 0.00
B.cryptarum (incl.in Iucorum) 0.04 4.00
B.magnus (incl.in Iucorum) 0.02 1.02
B.monticola <0.001 0.01 0.00
B.alpinus 0.002 0.00 0.01
B.semenoviellus <0.001 0.00 0.02
B.polaris 0.003 0.00 0.01
Total 100 (38,170 individuals) 100 (18,051 individuals) 100 (=16,788 individuals)
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indicate that stenotopic grasslard species (see Teräs 1985) have decliiied, whereas
eurytopic species preferring woodlands have remained rather strong despite the
many anthropogenically induced changes of many habitats.
For social wasps the bias of collections might be smaller as the species are not
easily distinguished in the field. The comparison would mdicate that the two most
common species, Vespula vii igaris aid Dalichovespula ltorwegica would either he
better attracted to yellow-traps than other species, or that their abundancy have
grown with respect to the other species. The former explanation is the most plau
sible, because comparisons between different species in captures with different
methodology clearly indicate that these species have a preference for yellow-traps.
Material from bait-traps in Finland and Russia indicate that species like Doliclzo
vespitia niedia and Vespa crabro are more common in bait-fraps than the mentioned
two comrnon species. Dolichovespula saxonica is also in relafion to D.norwegica mtich
more common iii light-traps (ratio 40:60, which is close to that of collections).
Iable 7. Comparison between social wasp queen percentages in Finnish collections (from Pekkarinen & Hulde’n 1995)
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Diversity and Associated
Features of the Fauna
....................................................
8.! Quantitative Aspects of Pollinator Diversity
Species number
The simplest expression on diversity, viz. species richness, hehaves differently
within the groups. For social bees and wasps, the species richness does not in
crease much to the south and it drops very gently in the northernmost parts. For
solitary species the increase from north to south is more pronounced.
Studying the species richness for social bees (Bonibus & Psithi,rus) one can
note that there is very little difference lietween the numher of species recorded of
the sites. Iii most places there appear to lie 9—11 bumblebee species and 1—3 cuck
oo-bee species (Fig.14). The low number of bumblebee species are related to sites
very close to the open sea. In such sites strong winds keep the traps in swaying
motion prohibiting the landing of pollinators on the traps.




Alpha-diversity (in) values (cf. Taylor et al. 1976) for the sites ranged lietween 2—
32, the values being low because of rather few species and high individual num
bers. Of the driving variabies for alpha-diversity, the species number (S) is very
dependent upon the number of hoverfly species. On the other hand, the individu
al number (N) is very much confrolled by hoverfly migrants in the south and bum
ble bee workers in the north. Thus alpha-diversity does not teil so much about
pollinator diversity as different factors affect the calculated values in different parts
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Resource partitioning
There are many studies on the number of bumble bee species ffiat can coexist and
compete for food resources at the same site. A number of 4 dominating species
(one short-tongued, one medium-tongued, one long-tongued and one robber spe
cies) have been set forward (Jnouye 1977) on the basis of pollination functionality,
but several other figures have been presented as well, like 7 by Pyke (1982), 6—11
by Ranta & Vepsäläinen (1981), 7 by Pekkarinen (1984), Teräs (1985) and 7by Hanski
(1982) based on the core-satellite species hypothesis. In most of the last mentioned
articles the lower limit of 3% abundance has been used as a criterion. The material
from 1997 was used to analyse how many species coexist if the 3% abundancy
criterion is used on the trap captures (Fig.15).
Fig. 15 Distribution of number of coexisting bumble bee species (>3% ofcapture) in 1997.
The results show that a coexistence between 5—8 species is common, with a peak
for 7. The maximum number is 9, which is less ffian 11 presented by Ranta &
Vepsäläinen. There are some places wiffi low coexistence values, many of ffiese
caused by the fact that the number of recorded species was very low, e.g. in subar
ctic areas of Lapland, in the south-westem archipelago of Finland, in the north
westem archipelago of Estonia and the spit and dune areas in Lithuania and Latvia.
Also urban areas and areas close to large bog complexes showed small coexistence
values affected by low number of recorded species.
Despite this, one would expect the curve to be more evenly distributed. The
values given by Ranta & Vepsäläinen can be regarded as extremes in an even distri
bution, viz. the lower value 5 represents arbitrary biotopes with only common
eurytopic species and the higher value 11 luxurious grassland biotopes wiffi enough
large population also of stenotopic species. The monitoring sampies would thus
indicate loss of competition of stenotopic species in the best foraging biotopes and
a shift to decline of more common species even in arbitrary biotopes, as may lie
based on the negative skewness of the curve. The loss of resource partitioning is
strong in some areas of investigation, i.e. in southwestem and westem part of in
land Finland as well as in Estonia and in parts of Russia. This is a resuit of changed
land management in these areas creating agricultural areas wiffi monocultures and
overgrown fields that cannot support a natural variety of bumhle bees any more.
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coexisting species
The ftexibility of the species to adapt to different habitats can be analysed on
the basis of the 3% criterion (table 8). A flexible species can compete for resources
in many of the monitoring sites, whereas iess flexibie species can only compete
when the environmental factors are optimal for them. As can he seen ffiere are
only4 species that appear to he able to compete for resources in half of ali sites, 8
species that can compete in < 10% of the sites and an additionai 8 species that
cannot succesfuily compete anywhere.
Tahle 8. Number of sjtes of Bombus and Psithyrus spedes in 1991 ba5ed on the > 3% crjterjon. Maximum number of
sites is 86.
































In studying the domination of bumble bee species, a cumulative approach has
been used according to which ffiose species which fali within 50% cumulative
abundancy starting ftom the most commonest one (each species represented by at
least 10 individuals in the captures) are regarded as dominating. This gives the
possibility for detecting the strongest competitors as welL Of ali sites in 1997 only
two had 4 species within the 50% cumulative range, 19 sites had 3 species, 50 sites
had 2 species and 15 sites had only one species. A majority of the sites with two
dominating species had the combination of B.lucorum-B.pascuorum. When compe
tition proceeds to only one remaining species, Bducorum is usually the one left.
Notabie is ffiat as many as 42 different combinations of species were found to fit
the 50% cumulative abundancy criterion.
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8.2 Qualitative Aspects of Pollinator Diversity
Qualitative aspects of poliinator diversity are dffficuit to approach. The bionomy
of different species must he well known as well as their distribution. In develop
ing habitat-oriented quality indices, the used criteria must he discriminafive and
can be based on both presence/absence of character species and indicator species.
Since the yellow-traps were placed in ecotones between forest stands and
grassiands (fields or meadows) their capture can reflect the fauna of boffi of ffiese
habitats. Ari attempt to produce criteria and scoring for valuable forest and grass
iand habitats is presented in tabies 8 and 9. Puffing the scores together the suin
may also reflect the quality of the forest edge itseif.
The criteria were tested for ali of the sites in the pilot monitoring. The results
are shown in Fig 16. It appears that the criteria for forests work well for the sites.
For grasslands ffiere is stiil need to improve the criteria, because there were more
sites scoring 1 than 0 (often because of extensive presence of at ieast one soiitary
wasp species). Many sites ffiat scored high for one of the habitats also scorded
high or relativeiy high for the othec This implies that high quaiity habitats are
presenred in larger complexes of landscapes, e.g. traditionai agriculturai landscapes,
nature reserves etc.
The high-scoring sites for forests were (nature resenres and national parks
have been emphasized in bold):
Petroskof Kiwach (10), Kontioiahti Romppaia (8), Kannus Kitinkangas (8), Vare
na Cepkeliai (7), Kuhmo Viikshno (7), Piunge Plateliai (6), Sakiai Lekeciai (6),
Maaninka Haiola (6), Pori Ahlainen (6), Espoo Nuuksio (6), Liepaja Virga (5), Tau
rage Eiciai (5), Paltamo Melalahti (5), Paltamo Mieslahti (5), Eno Kirovaara (5),
Tohmajärvi Kemie (5), Hanko Täktom (5), Kuru Seitseminen (5),
Table 9. Criteria matrix for evaluating forest habitat quality.
Criteria (presence of) Scores Indication
> 28 queens/year* of Bombus Iucorum, 1 per species High potential for pollination of shrubs and
B.cryptarum, B.hypnorum, B.jonellus, forest berries
B.schrencki
Eombus magnus, B.dngulatus 1 per species Forest (drylwet) that at Ieast partly have
preserved natural conditions
Andrena Iapponica, A.fulvida, A.fuscipes, 1 per species Good potential for pollinating woody species
Colletes succinctus typical for dry forests
Species belonging to genera Temnostoma, 1 per species Decomposed stages ol hardwood species
$phecomyia, Spilomyia, Sphegina, Criorhina, present - features of virgin forests preserved
ferdinandea Brachypalpoides
Species belonging to genera Biera, Erachyopa, 1 per genera Standing dead trees, partly decomposed wood
Myolepta, Xylota, Chalcosyrphus and stumps preserved - features of sustainable
forestry present
Vespa crabro, Dolichovespula media, D.sylvestris 1 per species Age and stem structure of forest is diverse
Species of Sphecidae nesting in decayed wood** 1 per genera Diverse age and structure of woody material
present
* the limit 15 based on the cakulations in subchapter 7.1, indicating a total population of about 700 individuals/hec
tare
** Pemphredon Iugubris, P.montanus, P.Iugens, P.flavistirma, Ectemnius cavifrons E.Iapidarius, E.dives, Lestica clypeata,
Crossocerus podagricus, Cannuhoes, Cheyden Cleucostomus, C vagabundus, Cdimidiatus
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and the high-scoring sites for grasslands were (nature reserves and national parks
have been emphasized in bold):
Kannus Kitinkangas (9), Maaninka Halola (9), Liepaja Virga (7), Kaunas Dubrava
(7), Varena Cepkeliai (7), Sakiai Lekeciai (6), Kontiolahti Romppala (6), Pori Ahi
ainen (6), Kuru Seitseminen (6), Lumanda Vfidumäe (5), Liepaja Pape (5), Liepa
ja Pape Koni (5), Piunge Plateliaf (5), Taurage Eiciai (5), Utena Rugskelistes (5),
Petroskoi Kiwach (5), Suonenjoki Käpylä (5), Kuopio Pieni Neulamäki (5), Es
poo Nuuksio (5).
Table 0. Criteria matrix for evaluatng quality of grassland habitats.
Criteria (presence of) Scores lndication
>28 queens/year* of Eombus pascuorum, 1 per species Kigh coexistence and potential for pollinating
B.soroeensis, B.distinguendus both economic crops and flowers of meadows
Psithyrus barhutellus, P.campestris, P.globosus 1 per species Viable populations 01 host species important
for pollination of flower meadows
Narrow oligolectic bee species 1 per species Diverse and viable populations of certain vas
(excl.oligolectics on Salix) cular plant groups typical for rich meadows
Species belonging to genera Ancistrocerus, 1 per genera Features of traditional agricultural landscapes
Symmorphus, Euodynerus have been preserved
Species belonging to genera Eristalis 1 per genera Iraditional cattle-breeding is preserved (grazed
(non-mIratoIy), Eristalinus, fihingia Iand)
Inquiline species of wild bees 1 per species Viable nesting of host species in microdimati -
cally and edaphically suitable places
Xanthogramma pedissequum, X.festivum, 1 per spedes Complex ecological relationships on grazed/har
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Fig. 16 Habitat quality scores ofsites for forests and grasslands based on species indications in
the 1997—98 pollinator trap material. F = forest score, G = grassland score.
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8.3 Effects ofLand Use
Protected and non-protected areas
Differences in species richness between protected and non-protected areas were
small. Tri Finland the average trapped number of species of sites within protected
areas was 26 (range 8—55) and in economically used areas 30 (range 9—56).
Managed and abandoned grasslands
A comparison between managed and abandoned grassland habitats were con
ducted by choosing two close lying siles (interspaced 1 km) representing these
habitats m Paltamo, Kainuu. Tri Viio (site 199, Fig.17) the grassland has heen grazed
by cattles between June—August during the last five years (including the two mon
itoring years), whereas in Ellukka (site 73, Fig.18) the grazing was abandoned 10
years ago and is now heen recovered to a high-herb meadow (Leinonen 1998, un
puhlished manuscript).
The comparison shows that the difference in species number of different pol
linator groups is not very pronounced, but that individual numbers in the cap
tures differ greatly in advance for abandoned grassland (tahle 11). Ihis is because
abandoned grassland provides better foraging ground than cattle-grazed pastures.
However, there are always a few specimens of the main foraging population seek
ing for new resources outside the core habitat and some of these deriving from the
abandoned grassland may be captured by yellow-traps in the managed grassland,
whereby the difference in species numbers are reduced. The comparison indicates
that managed grasslands are poor habitats for pollinators, btit in the long hirn, a
periodical rotation between managed and abandoned areas are probably neces
sary in order to keep the biodiversity at a sustainable level.
Iable II. Comparison between pollinator captures in managed (cattle grazed) and abandoned grassland in Paltamo
Melalahti 1997—98.
Group Abandoned grassland Managed grassland
Social bees, species 16 15
Social bees, ndividuals 1612 657
Solitary bees, spedes 2 2
Solitary bees, individuals 6 10
Social wasps, species 6 5
Social wasps, individuals 94 62
Solitary wasps, species 2 0
Solitary wasps, individuals 4 0
Hoverflies, species 3! 27
Hoverflies, individuals 231 63
Other groups, species 2 0
Other groups, ndividuals 2 0
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Flg. 1 7.The cottle-grozed grossland in Viljo (photo Reima Leinonen, 29.8.1997)




9.1 YeIIow-trapping as a MonitoringTechnique
The following general results from the pilot monitoring can be drawn:
1) The meffiod can be regarded as operative and not subjected to human arte
facts, which is a presumption for long-term monitormg.
2) The meffiod works best for the polylectic social bees (queens) and (indirect
ly) for social wasps, for which within-species comparions from year to year
apparently can be made. For solitary bees, only species foraging in spring
and late autumn may be followed-up on an annual basis as they are abun
dantly attracted to yellow colour, whereas comparisons of summer species,
often visiting offier coloured ftowers, require longer periods to he used (e.g.
3 year rolling averages). If hoverfties, in particular aphidophagous species,
are to he addressed properly, Malaise-traps will perform befter than yellow
traps. For other groups, the method does not seem to be enough efficient in
providirig information on local faunas, except perhaps for digger wasps.
3) Between-species relationships can he analysed for the social groups, hut the
high proportion of oligolectics and inquilines in solitary bees affects this re
lationship so much, that realistic comparisons do not come out valid for
these.
Despite the above mentioned restrictions of the tecbnique, yellow-trapping of
pollinators is a promising meffiod for monitoring state and abundance of species
in this key-group as well as for assessing quantitative and qualitative diversity of
herb-rich grasslands and restoration of agricultural landscapes. The following
parameters are of interest in long-term monitoring:
O total species number of social bees
O number of resource partffioning humble bee species
O total number of queens of bumble bees
O total species number of solitary bees
O species number of oligolectic bees
O rafio inquilines/host species of social and solitary hees
O habitat quality indices for grasslands and forests
The last mentioned parameter requires the analysis of hoverffies, social and soli
tary wasps, and digger wasps in the monitoring sampies in future as well.
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9.2 Changes in the Fauna and Species Abundancy
There appear to be quite many changes in the sociai bee fauna in the area il com
pared to oider data. At least two conhnental bumble bees are expandmg north
wards, B.veteranus and B.schrencki. On the other hand, several species appear to
have declined much, such as B.humilis, B.muscorum and B.ruderarius. Ali of these
species build nests on the ground and are iocal in ffieir occurrence today. Although
offier bumble bees seem to have maintained their range of distribution, an alarm
ing fact is that the populations (number of colonies) of many common bumble
bees have declined in the central and souffiwestem parts of Finland where land
management changes have been most intensive. The same holds true, at least for
large parts of northem Eastern Balfics as well. One resuit of this ts refleded in the
scarcity of their inquilines, e.g. P.quadricolor (not recorded), Rbarbutellus (two sites
only), Rrupestris (very few sites), Pnorvegicus (one site only) and P.campestris (two
sites in Finland and a few south of the Gulf of Finland).
The material on solitary bees is yet too smali for any general conclusions
about their status. However, certain oligotectic bee species have become quite rare
and classified in need of surveillance (Komiteamietintö 1991) and in a few cases
ffieir distribution have been reduced (Pekkarinen & Teräs 1998). Inquilines of many
soiitary bee species have become very rare, as they itke the cuckoo bees require a
large enough metapopulation of host nests to survive. Comparisons with eider
records imply that some formerly widespread and common species appear to have
become rarer in Eastem Fennoscandia although there stili are plentiful food sourc
es left. Solitary bees usualiy need little space for nesting, but some nest in large
aggregates that need suitabie sandy and open areas. Some of these nest-aggregat
ing species have become rarer, at least in Finland, because of extensive extraction
of mineral soii resources. It may he argued that the trapping technique is not fuiiy
capable of monitoring solitary bee populations, but on the other hand, many spe
cies were captured by the traps, and there are evidence of quite large captures
with yellow-traps in other regions of Europe (Ortiz-Sanchez 1995). According to
Monsevicius (pers.comm.) large captures of soiitary bees might require the piac
ing of yeliow-traps cioser to the ground in open terrain.
There is at ieast three sociai wasp species ffiat have become more common iii
the monitoring area: Vespa crabro, Vespula germanica and Dolichovespula media. The
two firstmentioned are stili rare in Fennoscandia, but the coionies in the southem
parts have grown stronger. The iast mentioned wasp species (D.media) appears to
have become more common in the forest iandscapes in Finland and is expanding
along the eastern border norffiwards. On the other hand, the paper-wasp Polistes
nimpha is perhaps extinct from the area today (may sifii occur in Russian Karelia)
and Dotichovespula sylvestris is becoming rarer based on the data from the trap
sampies.
As the previous knowiedge on the distribution and abundancy of hoverfties
is very incomplete, and as the monitoring results show that hoverffies are not par
ticuiarly well attracted to yeiiow-traps in high numbers (except for some migrato
ry species), very little can be concluded about the change of their distribution and
abundancy. Specimens of the genus Eristalis were scarce ail over and even if the
species prefer white ftowers, their numbers were stiii very iow. This can be inter
preted to he a resuit of changed agricuiture poiicy (with reduction in cattie-breed
ing and ioss of pastures) and improved environmentai performanence (reduce of
spread of siudge and manure on the fieids). Aiffiough the most threatened hover
fty species have saproxylic larvae that require decaying wood, surprisingiy many
records of ffiese species were made in the pilot monitoring. In particular, the new
finds of Sphecomyia vespformis and Temnostoma apforme show that at ieast ffiese
species may not be in as high danger for extinction as earlier assessed.
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Annex 3. Solitary bees 1997-98
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Diversity of pollinator communities in Eastern
Fennoscandia and Eastern Baltics
Results from pilot monitoring with Yellow traps in
1997 - 199$
Changes in the country-side during the last decades have resulted in
loss of habitats important for both nesting and foraging of pollinators.
The need to follow up the effect of these changes on the diversity of
pollinator communities has thus become urgent.
This report describes the method of monitoring pollinator communities
using yellow-traps. The effectiveness and the constraints of the method
are studied by analysing two-year data sets from an extensive network
of trap sites covering Finland, the Baltic countries and northwestern
Russia.
The emphasis is on bumble bees, being the most easily captured
pollinators with this technique. The report concludes that social bees
can be monitored fairly well using this method, and parameters to he
reported to express community diversity are suggested. For other
pollinator groups, the solitary bees, social and solitary wasps and
hoverflies, the method can only give indications of the composition of
the local fauna, since many species are not regularly captured by
yellow-traps. It is estimated that a monitoring period between 3 and
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